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Abstract—We report simultaneous transmission of six spa-
tial and polarization modes, each carrying 40 Gb/s quadra-
ture-phase-shift-keyed channels over 96 km of a low-differential
group delay few-mode fiber. The channels are successfully recov-
ered by offline DSP based on coherent detection andmultiple-input
multiple-output processing. A penalty of dB is achieved by
using 6 6 feed-forward equalizers with 120 taps each. The 6 6
impulse-response matrix fully characterizing the few-mode fiber
is presented, revealing the coupling characteristics between the
modes. The results are obtained using mode multiplexers based
on phase plates with a mode selectivity of dB.

Index Terms—Digital signal processing (DSP), MIMO, optical
fibers.

I. INTRODUCTION

A FTER growing for over two decades by about three orders
of magnitude, the capacity of single-mode fibers (SMFs)

is rapidly approaching the capacity limits imposed by the com-
bination of Shannon’s information theory and nonlinear fiber
effects [1]. The success of this capacity growth can be largely
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attributed to wavelength division multiplexing, polarization-di-
vision multiplexing (PDM), and higher order modulation for-
mats [2]. In order to keep up with the demands in traffic growth,
a new dimension is now required and it has recently been sug-
gested [3] that space-division multiplexing (SDM) be used as
a technique to sustain the capacity growth in optical transmis-
sion systems. In SDM, spatially separated channels are used to
transmit multiple signals, and SDM over a single fiber is of par-
ticular interest because of the potential cost, space, and energy
savings [4]. SDM over a single fiber can be realized by ex-
ploiting multiple fiber-waveguide modes, and earlier attempts
[5], [6] were limited in transmission distance and bandwidth
by the lack of highly selective mode couplers that allow selec-
tive excitation of all waveguide modes, as well as the impact of
modal differential group delay (DGD). In more recent experi-
ments, mode-division multiplexing was successfully applied to
increase distance and capacity by using mode multiplexing in
few-mode fibers (FMFs)[7]–[9]. However, these reports only
make use of a subset of the fiber-waveguide modes. Maximum
single-fiber SDM capacity gains, realized by making use of the
full set of fiber-waveguide modes, has been demonstrated for
the first time using two different approaches. The first approach
is based on multicore fibers, where the crosstalk between cores
has been almost completely suppressed by fiber design, thus al-
lowing to treat the individual cores as independent waveguides
[10], [11]. The second approach is based on multiple-input mul-
tiple-output (MIMO) signal processing in combination with co-
herent detection. In contrast to earlier MIMO experiments con-
ducted over multimode fiber (MMF)[7], [8], [12], the complete
set of waveguide modes supported by the MMF is launched and
coherently detected. This offers themajor advantage of realizing
maximum single-fiber SDM capacity gain and high reliability
(i.e., low outage) at the same time [13], [14].
In this paper, we present SDM transmission over an FMF sup-

porting six spatial- and polarization modes, referred in the fol-
lowing as six-mode FMF. In order to clarify our nomenclature
of the modes, Fig. 1 lists the six fiber-waveguide modes of the
six-mode FMF according to [15] and [16] on the first column,
and its relation to the linearly polarized (LP) mode LP and
the twofold degenerate LP mode listed in the forth column.

0733-8724/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Relation between the LP modes and the real waveguide modes HE ,
HE , TE , TM , HE , and HE of the six-mode FMF.

LP and LP are used to distinguish the degenerate LP
mode, and the suffix “x” and “y” in the indexes are used to dis-
tinguish the two orthogonal linear polarizations.1 The six-mode
FMF allows for six independent data channels to be simulta-
neously transmitted at a single wavelength. The six data chan-
nels are launched polarization multiplexed into the LP , the
LP , and the LP spatial mode, using a mode multiplexer
with high mode selectivity ( dB). The mode multiplexer
is based on phase masks [17], [18] fabricated in glass, which
is a simple yet effective alternative to multiplexers based on
programmable spatial light modulators [8], [19]. Our design of-
fers low crosstalk and low polarization dependence. After trans-
mission, a second mode multiplexer is used to separate the re-
ceived optical field into three spatial channels that are detected
by three synchronized coherent receivers with polarization di-
versity. In order to recover the transmitted data, 6 6 MIMO
DSP [20], [21] is applied to undo coupling effects occurring
within the fiber. MIMO processing compensates linear impair-
ments like dispersion, crosstalk, and DGD between modes and
polarizations.
In this paper, we report a major advancement in single-fiber

SDM transmission by increasing the transmission length from
previously reported 10 km in [22] and 33 km in [21] to a length
of 96 km, at a penalty of dB. In Sections II and III, we
describe the characteristics of the low-DGD six-mode FMF and
the mode multiplexer based on phase plates, respectively. In
Section IV, we describe the experimental setup for the SDM
transmission measurement. Further, in Section V, we present an
impulse-response matrix measurement for the three-mode fiber,
which completely characterizes the instantaneous linear mode
coupling, and finally Section VI describes the offline MIMO
DSP algorithms and resulting bit error rate (BER) estimates.

II. LOW-DGD THREE-MODE FIBER

In order for the MIMO DSP described in Section VI to be
implementable, the time delay between the received SDM chan-
nels has to be kept sufficiently small, because any time delay has
to be compensated by an equalizing filter with a finite number of
taps. Therefore, an essential requirement for the six-mode FMF
is to reduce the DGD as much as possible. The low-DGD six-

1HE , HE , TE , TM , HE , and HE , are the real waveguide
modes of the six-mode FMF; however, our mode multiplexer excites LP modes,
which can be represented in good approximation as a linear combination of the
real waveguide modes.

Fig. 2. Mode excitation measurements performed on a 10 m FMF to determine
the number of propagating modes. See the text for explanation.

mode FMF used in this paper is based on a depressed cladding
index profile with normalized frequency , following the
conventional definition , with the core
diameter , the wavelength of light in free space , and the re-
fractive indexes and of core and cladding, respectively.
The design is optimized to stabilize the LP mode, to effec-
tively cutoff the LP and LP modes, and to minimize the
DGD across the C-band. The resulting fiber has a loss coeffi-
cient, measured by optical time-domain reflectometry of 0.205
dB/km at 1550 nm; no significant mode-dependent loss is ob-
served. The effective areas of the LP and LP modes are cal-
culated to be approximately 155 and 159 m , respectively. The
chromatic dispersion is calculated based on the fiber parameters
to be around 18 ps/(nm km) for both LP and LP modes.
The number of modes guided by the FMF is determined by

measuring the spectral transmission loss through a short length
of fiber and correlating the results with an interferometric mea-
surement. The transmission loss measurement is made using
an overfilled launch condition and referenced to a 2 m MMF
sample. The loss, relative to the 2 m reference, is shown as the
thick curve in Fig. 2 for a 10 m long FMF. Cutoff wavelengths
of various modes are found from the positions of the edges of
the stair steps (found at and nm). No steps in
transmitted power are observed above 1400 nm, up to 1700 nm,
which is the limit of the test apparatus. From the normalized fre-
quency of this fiber, however, it is deduced that both LP and
LP modes are present at 1550 nm (the LP cutoff is predicted
to be around 1800 nm). This is confirmed by the interferometric
measurement, shown as the thin curve in Fig. 2, where an SMF
is offset spliced to each end of a 10 m FMF. The incoming light
excites both the fundamental and higher order modes in the FMF
which, due to different group velocities, interfere at the splice
between the FMF and the downstream SMF. The intensity pat-
tern produced by the interference is wavelength dependent and
produces a nearly sinusoidal pattern for each corresponding in-
terfering modal pair. Above 1400 nm, the thin curve plotted in
Fig. 2 shows a single periodic function with slowly changing
amplitude envelope, indicating that only two modes are present
in the fiber. Below 1400 nm, the fast changes in intensity of
the interferometric measurements plotted in Fig. 2 confirm the
presence of a new propagating mode. The additional mode will
create a superposition of three sinusoidal intensity patterns with
periods related to the DGD of the three possible modal pairs.
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Note that the interference between LP and LP still domi-
nates in this region. Note also that the period of the sinusoidal
modulation is wavelength dependent, and the periods for inter-
ference between the LP and LP modes become very long
near 1370 nm. The DGD between the lowest order modes is
found using the interferometric setup just described. The rela-
tionship between the DGD and the measured wavelength period

of the transmitted power spectral density can be derived
considering the wavelength dependence of the relative phase
shift between the LP and LP modes [23] after a length
of the FMF; this phase shift is given by

(1)

where is the difference in effective index between the
LP and LP modes. Two wavelengths, and , respec-
tively, will result in the same interference if

(2)

where is an integer. Note that the index difference in
(1) in general also shows a small wavelength dependence due
to material- and waveguide dispersion effects. This wavelength
dependence is approximated by the following Taylor expansion
of at the wavelength :

(3)

Using (1) and (3) in (2) and setting , gives the following
relation for the wavelength period of the interference spec-
trum:

(4)

Here, the group index difference has been introduced,
which is conventionally defined as

(5)

Introducing the length-specific DGD: ,
which is related to the group index difference by

, we find

(6)

where has been used, and only the magnitude of
the DGD is actually measured.
Fig. 3 shows the absolute magnitude of the derived

for various lengths of the FMF as a function of wavelength. The
longest fiber (980 m) creates the longest interferometer which
results in a spectrum with very rapid oscillations. This is useful
for determining the DGD near 1370 nm, where the LP and
LP have zero DGD and, therefore, have essentially the same
transit time through the FMF.
The DGD between the LP mode and the LP mode was

also measured by launching a 100 ps intensity-modulated probe
pulse simultaneously into the LP and the LP spatial mode,

Fig. 3. DGD measurements performed on short FMFs plotted for different
length. See the text for explanation.

and by simultaneously detecting the LP and the LP mode
after 96 km of fiber. This is experimentally realized by inten-
tionally misaligning the phase plate position in the mode multi-
plexer presented in Section III. The probe pulse corresponding
to the LP mode is observed to arrive first and the DGD is
within ns over the wavelength range of 1530 to 1565
nm, corresponding to a ps/km. This value is ap-
proximately two times smaller than the measured in the
short fiber. A possible explanation for the discrepancy is that
the may vary along the fiber due to variation in the fiber
parameters. Alternatively, the coupling between LP and the
LP modes could also cause a reduction of the observed DGD
at longer distances, in analogy to the distance dependence of the
polarization mode dispersion as observed in SMFs.
Distributed microbend coupling between guided modes or

between guided and leaky modes during propagation leads to
crosstalk between guided modes and power loss from guided
modes, respectively. The dependence of the coupling strength
between modes can be approximated by various powers of the
modal propagation constant difference with [24].
The resulting coupling within the degenerate LP mode will be
much stronger than between LP and LP .

III. MODE MULTIPLEXER BASED ON PHASE PLATES

In order to achieve the maximal SDM capacity gain, the com-
plete set of modes supported by the six-mode FMF fiber has
to be excited without significant crosstalk [13]. We hence built
spatial-mode multiplexers (MMUXs) to couple the light from
multiple SMFs into the different spatial modes of the six-mode
FMF. A practical way to selectively couple light into a LP
mode was shown in [17] and [18]. A phase plate whose phase
profile matches the phase of the target mode is inserted into the
optical path between the incoming beam and the six-mode FMF.
The theoretical intensity and phase profiles of the LP spatial
modes of a six-mode FMF are shown in Fig. 4(c) and (d), respec-
tively. The LP mode (first column in Fig. 4) has a flat phase
front and can, therefore, be directly coupled into the six-mode
FMF from the output of an SMF. Coupling into the LP mode
will require a phase plate that introduces a phase jump of be-
tween two half planes. Two orthogonal orientations are possible,
as indicated in columns 2 and 3 in Fig. 4, designated as LP
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Fig. 4. Measured mode intensity profile after (a) 96 km and (b) 33 km six-mode
FMF for different launched input modes and fiber configurations (see the text
for a detailed description). (c) Theoretical mode intensity profiles for a six-mode
FMF and (d) corresponding phase profiles.

and LP , respectively. Generally, the phase plate can be in-
serted at two different locations along the optical path, corre-
sponding either to the image plane or the Fourier plane of the
end facet of the six-mode FMF. The spatial Fourier transforms
of the linear polarized fiber mode amplitude profiles have the in-
teresting property of being similar to their originating amplitude
profile [25]. In particular, the phase structure is maintained and
also the intensity profile is similar. Therefore, the same phase
plates can be placed either in the Fourier plane or image plane
to achieve mode conversion, and the most convenient optical
arrangement can be selected. In contrast to [17] and [18], which
have the phase plates in the Fourier plane, the phase plates are
located in the image plane for our couplers. The coupling effi-
ciency for coupling from an SMF into the LP mode of
an MMF for phase plates located in the image plane can be cal-
culated using the overlap integral [26]

(7)

where is the normalized complex amplitude proportional
to the electrical field generated by the SMF on the facet of the
six-mode FMF after traversing the optical system, normalized

to . For most practical applications,

can be approximated by aGaussian beam. The phase plate
transfer function has an amplitude and
will be typically set to ,
where is the normalized complex amplitude of the elec-
trical field of the corresponding LP mode, and denotes
complex conjugation. The coupling efficiency for the case
when the phase plate is located in the Fourier plane can be calcu-
lated by replacing and with their Fourier transform
complex amplitudes and , respectively. The coupling
efficiencies for both arrangements are shown in Fig. 5 for the
case when a standard SMF is coupled into a six-mode FMFwith

Fig. 5. Theoretical coupling efficiency for phase-plate-based coupler. See the
text for explanation.

Fig. 6. Schematic setup of the six-mode FMF mode multiplexer.

step index profile with core diameter of 16 m and normalized
frequency . The coupling efficiencies are plotted as a
function of the magnification defined as the magnifica-
tion between SMF and step index six-mode FMF. The coupling
efficiency for coupling into the LP mode is the same for the
phase plates located in the Fourier plane or image plane and
shows a maximum coupling very close to 0 dB for a magnifica-
tion of 1.7. When coupling into the LP mode, the maximum
coupling efficiencies are and dB for the phase plates
located in the Fourier plane and image plane, respectively. Even
if the arrangement with phase plates located in the Fourier plane
has a slightly lower loss, the image plane arrangement offers the
practical advantage of being more tolerant toward errors in the
magnification factor.
In order to excite multiple modes simultaneously, beam split-

ters are used. The experimental arrangement of the MMUX
is shown in Fig. 6. The MMUX has three ports consisting of
three collimators with a nominal full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) beam diameter of 500 m, where the light from port
0 is directly coupled into the LP mode of the six-mode FMF,
and ports 1 and 2 have orthogonal phase plates inserted in their
optical path and will, hence, launch into the LP and LP
spatial modes, respectively. The phase plates are imaged on
the facet of the six-mode FMF using a double telecentric op-
tical imaging system, formed by a lens pair with focal length

mm and mm, respectively.
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Fig. 7. Theoretical coupling efficiencies and for misaligned phase
plates, plotted for different phase-plate thickness-difference errors of 0%, 1%,
2%, 5%, and 10%.

The phase plates are fabricated of 0.7 mm thick Borosilicate
glass, and a photolithographic process is used to create the phase
pattern, which in a following step is etched into the glass in
order to achieve the desired thickness difference . The resulting
phase difference is given by

(8)

where is the wavelength of light and is the refrac-
tive index of the Borosilicate glass. Setting the phase difference

, and solving (8) with respect to we obtain

m (9)

The thickness difference of the plates was verified using an op-
tical profilometer and found to be within 1% of the required
thickness difference.
The impact of the thickness-difference error and lateral align-

ment error of the phase plate is shown in Fig. 7, where the cou-
pling efficiencies and are shown as a function of the po-
sition error and different thickness-difference errors. An error of
thickness difference of 1% will produce a crosstalk dB;
however, the lateral error is more critical and submicron preci-
sion is required to achieve good mode selectivity.
The three beams are combined using two beam splitters with

a reflectivity of 50% and a transmittance of 38%. We define
the MMUX coupling loss as the power exiting a short (2 m)
6-mode FMF compared to the power launched into the SMF
of the corresponding MMUX port. Coupling losses of 9.6, 9,
and 7.8 dB are measured for the LP , LP , and LP spatial
modes, respectively. The loss variation between the modes is
produced by the ratio and loss of the beam splitter and the mode
coupling efficiencies and . The latter can be optimized
by changing the magnification as shown in Fig. 5. In our
arrangement the magnification is given by

(10)

where and are the FWHM diameter of the light in-
tensity profile at the exit of the SMF and the collimator, respec-
tively. In general, the loss for the three ports can be written
as

(11)

(12)

(13)

where and are the splitting ratio of the first and second
beam splitter, respectively. Here, we assume a lossless beam
splitter and is equivalent to 100% transmission. The loss
of all three ports is minimal when the condition
is fulfilled. In that case, (13) can be solved with respect to
and and we obtain

(14)

and

(15)

and the resulting minimal loss is given by

(16)

Assuming that the magnification for the LP and the
LP spatial modes is independently optimized, for example,
by using collimators with different beam diameters for the re-
spective ports, we obtain a 5.5 dB minimum theoretical loss for
the coupler arrangement.
Next, we measure modal crosstalk of the MMUX. Since the

power coupled into each mode of a six-mode FMF can most
conveniently be determined using another MMUX at the fiber
output, we consider the crosstalk of an MMUX pair as op-
posed to that of a single MMUX. We hence define the crosstalk
of an MMUX pair as the ratio of the power measured at the
launch-mode port of the output MMUX to the largest power
measured in any of the other ports of the output MMUX. Input
and output MMUXs are connected by a short (2 m) six-mode
FMF such that mode coupling inside the fiber can be neglected.
We measure a crosstalk suppression from the LP spatial mode
to the LP spatial mode of dB. Fig. 4(a) and (b) presents
pictures of the modes measured by imaging the end facet of
the six-mode FMF using an InGaAs infrared camera after 33
and 96 km of fiber, respectively. Simulated mode intensity im-
ages are reported in Fig. 4(b) and show good qualitative agree-
ment between theory and experiment for 33 km of six-mode
FMF. Note that when launching power into one of the two LP
modes, the output mode distribution will typically be a linear
combination of all LP spatial and polarization modes, which
are continuously mixed along propagation in the fiber as a result
of being linear combinations of the real waveguide fiber modes
(see Fig. 1). By moving, bending, or changing the temperature
of the six-mode FMF, the relative phase between the LP spa-
tial and polarization modes can be changed. In order to cap-
ture the images shown in Fig. 4, the six-mode FMF was twisted
and bent using 10 cm diameter loops until the desired image re-
sembling a pure mode was obtained. When launching the LP
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Fig. 8. Experimental setup. QPSK-Mod: QPSK modulator, PBS: polarization beam splitter, VOA: variable optical attenuator, BPF: bandpass filter, LO: local
oscillator, and PD-CRX: polarization-diversity coherent receiver.

mode, twisting and bending the fiber has no noticeable effect,
confirming the low coupling between LP and LP modes.
This was further confirmed by repeating the crosstalk measure-
ments with 33 and 96 km of six-mode FMF, which resulted in
a typical “MMUX-plus-fiber” crosstalk fluctuating around
and dB, respectively. After 33 km, the crosstalk is small
enough as to not be noticeable in the mode images in Fig. 4(b),
whereas for 96 km, it is clearly noticeable that the contrast of the
mode profile is reduced. In particular, the center of the image,
where the LP mode has its maximum, is not completely dark
anymore. Even if the noticeable crosstalk in Fig. 4(a) is modest,
the crosstalk produces a significant transmission penalty if left
uncorrected, as shown in Section VI. Note that no particular
mode alignment is performed in preparation of the transmission
experiment, as the MIMO DSP is capable of separating the dif-
ferent degenerate modes, in analogy to the polarization separa-
tion obtained by the receiver in a coherent polarization-multi-
plexed system.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR SDM TRANSMISSION

The transmission-measurement setup is shown in Fig. 8. As
a test signal, we use a quadrature-phase-shift-keyed (QPSK)
signal. The in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components of
the QPSK signal are two independent De Bruijn bit sequences
of length . This has the advantage of avoiding correlation
effects as described in [21] and [27]. The signal is generated
using a two-channel pattern generator operated at 20 Gbaud
to drive a double-nested LiNbO Mach–Zehnder modulator.
As a light source, we use an external cavity laser (ECL) with
100 kHz linewidth operating at 1560 nm. A polarization-mul-
tiplexer stage with a delay of 12 ns creates a PDM-QPSK
signal which is then connected to a noise-loading section
consisting of a variable optical attenuator (VOA) in front
of an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), followed by an
optical bandpass filter (BPF) with a bandwidth of 1.3 nm and
an additional high-power EDFA. Three different copies of the
PDM-QPSK signal with a relative delay of 27 and 53 ns are
then generated and connected to different ports of the input
MMUX. The six-mode FMF port of the MMUX is connected

to 96 km of six-mode FMF and terminated by a second MMUX
acting as a mode demultiplexer. The power launched into the
six-mode FMF was 6 dBm from each port. The three SMF
ports of the second MMUX are amplified by low-noise EDFAs
before entering three polarization-diversity coherent receivers
(PD-CRX). Each PD-CRX consists of a polarizing beam splitter
to separate the received signal in two polarizations, followed by
two optical hybrids whose output ports are connected to a total
of four balanced receivers for each PD-CRX. Three PD-CRXs
are required, resulting in 12 electrical high-speed signals that
are captured using three high-speed digital oscilloscopes with
four ports each, operating at a sampling rate of 40 GS/s. The
oscilloscopes have a bandwidth of 15 GHz for PD-CRX 0 and
16 GHz for PD-CRX1 and PD-CRX2, respectively. For each
measurement, a total of four million samples are captured and
a common trigger signal produced by the pattern generator
is used to start the simultaneous data acquisition on all three
oscilloscopes. A second ECL is used as a local oscillator (LO)
in an intradyne configuration. The LO frequency was adjusted
to within MHz of the central frequency of the received
signal.
The performance of the setup is verified first with a

back-to-back (B2B) measurement, where the MMUXs are
temporarily disconnected and the corresponding SMFs are
bridged with three fiber jumpers. The measurement results
for transmission are presented in Section VI. In the following
section, we first present a complete characterization of the fiber
impulse-response matrix at one point in time.

V. IMPULSE-RESPONSE MATRIX MEASUREMENT OF THE
SIX-MODE FMF

The six-mode FMF can be described as a 6 6 MIMO
channel, which in the linear case is fully characterized by
its 6 6 impulse-response matrix . The elements of
consist of 36 impulse-responses , where is the index
of the receive port and is the index of the transmitted
port. Each impulse response can be described as a vector

with length . Although it is
not necessary to characterize the impulse-response matrix in
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Fig. 9. Squared magnitude of the PDM-SDM 6 6 impulse responses for 96 km of six-mode FMF. See the text for explanation.

order to perform the MIMO equalization described in the next
section, doing so gives a deeper insight into the strength of the
mode coupling between LP spatial and polarization modes. Fur-
thermore, this characterization helps to explain where within
the link mode coupling actually happens. The impulse response

can be determined using a test signal , where
denotes the transmit channel and is the symbol (time) index.
Furthermore, we define as the th received channel.
The estimation of the impulse-response matrix is referred
to as channel estimation in MIMO literature, and numerous
algorithms are available [28]. The channel estimation results
presented in Fig. 9 are based on the least square error (LSE)
estimator. This choice is motivated by the better estimation
accuracy observed if compared to the least mean square error
(LMS) estimator described in [21]. In order to perform the

channel estimation based on the LSE estimator, it is convenient
to rearrange , and in the following way:

(17)

(18)

...
. . .

...
(19)

(20)

where is a column vector, the concatenation of impulse re-
sponses is also a column vector, is the number of
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input and output channels, is the size of the training se-
quence for each channel, is an matrix
consisting of a concatenation of the matrices , and means
transposed. The received symbols can then be expressed as the
matrix equation

(21)

where describes noise added to the system. The estimate
that minimizes according to the LSE norm denoted
by is given by [28]

(22)

where denotes the conjugate transpose. (22) can be evalu-
ated, and an estimate for the impulse-response matrix can
be determined. The squared magnitude of the 6 6 impulse re-
sponses are shown in Fig. 9. In this representation, the columns
correspond to the transmitted ports, and the rows to the received
ports, respectively. In order to show the impulse responses only
due to mode coupling, the chromatic dispersion of 96 18
ps/nm was electronically compensated on the received signal

prior to estimating the impulse-response matrix. This
results in sharp peaks that clearly identify the main coupling
points. Fig. 9 can be divided into four regions designated
with A, B, C, and D: Region A is the 2 2 array located at
the top left corner and is formed by the impulse-response
matrix elements ( ). It shows the coupling
between the polarization modes LP and LP . Region B
is formed by the 4 4 array on the bottom right corner and
enclosed by the impulse-response matrix elements (

). Region B shows the coupling between the spatial
and polarization modes LP , LP , LP , and LP .
The two remaining off-diagonal regions C and D, enclosed
by ( ) and ( ), respectively,
describe the crosstalk between LP and LP modes. In Fig. 9,
we observe sharp and strong coupling peaks within regions A
and B, and typically 100 to 1000 times weaker, 2.6 ns wide
distributed coupling in regions C and D. The width of the
distributed coupling shown in regions C and D corresponds to
the DGD for 96 km of six-mode FMF as measured in Section II
and represents coupling occurring at various locations along
the fiber. If the light travels mostly in the LP mode, it arrives
earlier, whereas it arrives delayed by the DGD if it travels
mostly in the slower LP mode. Also regions A and B show
weaker distributed coupling next to the strong coupling peaks.
We believe this weaker distributed coupling is caused by light
that couples back and forth between LP and LP or LP
and LP modes, respectively. For LP modes (region A), the
distributed coupling whose width is also consistent with the
DGD of 96-km six-mode FMF is located on the right of the
main pulse, whereas it is located on the left of the main pulse
for the LP modes (region B). Finally, Fig. 9 also confirms the
excellent alignment of the mode coupler. Any misalignment in
the coupler would create a narrow and higher crosstalk peak
either at the beginning or at the end of the distributed coupling
in regions C and D. The channel estimation gives a very clear
picture of the crosstalk introduced by the MMUX and the

Fig. 10. Architecture of the MIMO equalization block.

propagation through the six-mode FMF and allows a better
understanding of the observed performance of the MIMO DSP
presented in Section VI.

VI. DSP AND BER MEASUREMENTS

The 6 6 MIMO DSP architecture is an extension of the
2 2 implementation frequently found in coherent PDM re-
ceivers and is shown in Fig. 10. The six received signals
from the three PD-CRXs are fed into six column equalizers

[see Fig. 10(a)]. Each column equalizer produces one
output signal . The structure of the column equalizer ceq
is shown in Fig. 10(b) and consists of six feed-forward equal-
izers (FFEs). Each FFE has taps described by the complex
coefficient vectors with length . The sum of the out-
puts of the six FFEs produces the recovered signal . In total,
36 FFEs are required and the equalizer coefficients are
adapted by running the data-aided LMS algorithm [28] over the
first 500 000 symbols and then switching to decision-directed
LMS for the remaining symbols. This guarantees a rapid ini-
tial convergence of the equalizer coefficients . For a
practical transmission system, this would be realized, for ex-
ample, by a predefined training pattern during the startup phase.
Also, the standard LMS algorithm was modified to include car-
rier phase estimation based on the fourth power algorithm [29].
A more detailed description of the complete algorithm can be
found in [21]. Finally, the BER is evaluated over the last one
million symbols of the data acquisition.
Fig. 11 shows the experimental BER curves after offline 6 6

MIMO processing with , where we made use of the
noise loading section described in Section IV to change the op-
tical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR). All six received data streams
are recovered from the three PD-CRXs. The BER curves are
plotted as a function of , which is defined as the OSNR
(0.1 nm optical noise reference bandwidth), except that only the
noise that is copolarized with the corresponding signal compo-
nent is included. Fig. 11 also includes the B2B measurements
and the theoretical limit for coherent detection of QPSK as a ref-
erence. All B2B measurements show less than 0.8 dB penalty
at a BER of , and all six BER curves after transmission are
within 1.2 dB from the B2B measurements. This excellent per-
formance shows that crosstalk present in the six-mode FMF can
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Fig. 11. BER curves for six-channel PDM–SDM transmission of 20 Gbaud
QPSK over 96 km of six-mode FMF. Also shown for reference are the B2B
measurements and the theoretical limit.

Fig. 12. Required for 96 km of six-mode FMF at a BER of
as a function of the number of equalizer taps .

be successfully compensated with very low impact on system
performance.
In order to investigate the impact of the number of

half-symbol-spaced taps , we evaluate the required
for a BER of as a function of . The results are reported in
Fig. 12. It can be seen that no significant performance improve-
ment can be obtained for more than equalizer taps. A
length of taps corresponds to 3 ns in time, which is
close to the width of the crosstalk peaks of 2.6 ns as presented
in the impulse-response matrix estimation results in Section V.
The discrepancy can be explained if chromatic dispersion,
which is electronically compensated for the impulse-response
matrix estimation, but not for the MIMO DSP, is taken into
account. Furthermore, a length taps is also consistent
with the DGD measured independently in Section II.
Next, we investigate if the coupling between the LP and

the LP modes is small enough to allow a reduction in DSP
complexity by using only 2 2 MIMO on the LP mode and

Fig. 13. BER curves for 96 km of six-mode FMF obtained by applying 2 2
MIMO DSP for the LP mode and 4 4 MIMO DSP for the LP mode.

an independent 4 4 MIMO DSP on the LP mode, as pre-
sented in [8]. Fig. 13 shows the BER when 2 2 and 4 4
MIMODSP is used. The performance is dramatically degraded.
A large penalty of 8 dB at a BER of is observed for the
LP mode, whereas a BER of cannot be reached for the
LP mode. Also we observe a large variability of the BER for
different values of , which we attribute to the fact that
for each setting, measurements are taken several min-
utes apart from each other. Therefore, the crosstalk conditions,
which are continuously changing in the fiber on a millisecond
time scale, may have been different, leading to a variation in
BER. Also, we would like to mention that this result is only
valid for the low-DGD six-mode FMF used in this experiment.
For FMFwith larger modal propagation constant difference ,
a weaker coupling between the LP and the LP modes is pre-
dicted, and good performance can be expected.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated single-wavelength six-channel
spatial- and polarization-mode-multiplexed transmission of
6 40-Gb/s QPSK signals over 96 km FMF with less than
1.2 dB penalty. The impulse-response matrix of the low-DGD
FMF was determined, revealing in detail the coupling between
the six guided spatial and polarization modes. The results were
achieved using offline coherent MIMO DSP and high-perfor-
mance mode couplers based on phase plates.
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